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OBJECTS OF DESIRE

Silver
SERVICE

San Francisco ceramist Lisa Neimeth
and Saratoga jewelry designer Lauren
Roskoph have joined forces to launch a
new line of necklaces ($165 to $475). The
two met six years ago: Enamored with
Neimeth’s plates—which Roskoph came
across at the now-shuttered Woodside
restaurant Station 1—Roskoph reached
out to inquire about purchasing dishes
directly from the maker. Neimeth
equally admired Roskoph’s work, as she
noticed the beautiful jewelry that
Roskoph wore during their first meeting
(it was all her own design).
The Lauren Roskoph and Lisa
Neimeth Collaboration incorporates
found and vintage objects—for example,
a handshaped trinket or branch from
New Mexico—which Neimeth also uses
in her ceramics to create impressions in
the clay. For the jewelry, through cold
molding and the lost-wax casting method,
the objects serve as the basis for the
sterling silver charms that adorn the
naturally dyed, handknotted leather.
Roskoph’s handsculpted beads are also
layered into the designs. “The collection of
necklaces we created carry the rustic
qualities in both of our lines,” says Roskoph,
“and the heft, weight and feel that we both
love.” laurengraciajewelry.com –AL

COMING SOON

BIGGER & BETTER
With the debut this fall of a new retail concept,
Anthropologie goes from design twee to titan.
By Lauren Murrow

PRECIOUS PIECES
Lauren Roskoph
and Lisa Neimeth’s
Cascading Found
Object necklace ($475)
features sterling silver
charms on an 18-inch
length of leather.

Anthropologie, the Philly-based chain best known for its boho
frocks and whimsical window displays, is growing into a
full-fledged design empire with the launch of Anthropologie
& Co., a pair of Nor thern California concept shops. After
introducing the first A&Co in Walnut Creek in September,
the brand’s second outpost will open at Stanford Shopping
Center Nov. 18. At 30,000 square feet—roughly triple the
size of a standard Anthropologie—the store will house a
vastly expanded assor tment of fashion, furniture, shoes,
beauty products, home accessories and lingerie under one
roof. (The old Palo Alto store closed in October.)
Apart from Anthropologie’s core categories, A&Co will
contain a curated selection of products from the chain’s sister
brands, BHLDN Weddings and Terrain. Brides-to-be can book
private fit appointments and build a gift registry, as well as
peruse gowns, bridesmaid dresses and wedding decor.
Meanwhile, the Terrain section is abloom with seasonal
wreaths and flowering plants alongside outdoor lighting,
planters and garden tools. But the biggest upgrade from the
Anthropologie of old is in the realm of home design. The
Stanford store contains 12 full-scale model rooms decked
with purchasable curtains, rugs, furniture, lighting and
wallpaper, not to mention a stylist-staffed Design Center for
recreating the catalogueworthy looks in your own home. 180
El Camino Real, Palo Alto, 650.322.0435, anthropologie.com

BLING IT ON When it came time for Canadian diamond retailer Spence to set up shop
in the United States, the location was an easy decision. “Since Spence is reinventing the diamond
shopping experience with technology—both in offering customers the option of ultrahigh-tech
Spence Artisan Created Diamonds and with extensive use of in-store technology to educate our
customers—we thought that it was only appropriate to launch our first American store in the
global center of disruptive technology, in the heart of Silicon Valley,” says President Jim Schneider.
With the Santana Row store, the company is introducing a customercentric shopping experience that
includes video content of the grow process for its ACDs, as well as the opportunity to compare both its
manufactured and Earth-mined gems side by side. Pieces from the Spence Artisan Collection will also be
for sale on a very limited basis, including several of the largest 5-plus-carat created diamonds in the world.
For those wanting to make an even bigger statement, there will be necklaces and bracelets with total weights
of 15 to 20 carats and more. 337 Santana Row, San Jose, spencediamonds.com –AL
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